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Abstract: Rock mass fractures adversely affect the cutting of commercial-size blocks and cause rock
material loss in ornamental stone quarries. In order to obtain a reliable evaluation and an optimized
production of ornamental stone deposits, it is fundamental to detect fractures in a non-destructive
manner identifying them through 3D deterministic modeling. In this study, a recently published
fracture modeling strategy, based on Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) survey was implemented on a
large area of bench (27.0 m × 65.0 m) in a limestone quarry in Italy. The survey was done using a
dual-frequency GPR system (250 MHz and 700 MHz). The objective of this work was to investigate
the large-scale applicability of the mentioned fracture model for future consideration in quarrying
optimization studies. Only the 700 MHz radargrams were considered for the fracture modeling,
as they provided a higher resolution than the 250 MHz radargrams and a penetration depth of about
4.0 m. The bulk dielectric constant of the rock mass of the bench was estimated by averaging the
velocities obtained from fitting the hyperbolic diffractions of fractures at different depths. The model
showed that fractures from the same family set can have noticeable spatial variations. The results
allowed us to roughly estimate the sizes of the blocks exploitable from the different rock layers of the
quarry bench.

Keywords: ornamental stone; fracture modeling; GPR; dielectric constant; quarrying

1. Introduction

The quarrying industry produces a large amount of waste material mainly due to natural rock
discontinuities characterized by different geologic forms, classes, and sizes [1,2]. Generally speaking,
considering the worldwide average of ornamental stone excavation, only one third of the exploited raw
material reaches the global market as a finished product, while the remaining two thirds are waste [3].
From a commercial viewpoint, ornamental stones are considered a main economic resource for many
countries worldwide [4]. Therefore, since ornamental stones are natural non-renewable resources,
they need to be quarried sustainably in order to reduce their environmental and economic impact.
This can be carried out through a 3D detection and deterministic modeling of the fractures present
in the rock mass, followed by optimized production planning aiming to optimize the coefficient of
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utilization [5,6]. The robustness of the production optimization strongly depends on the accuracy of
3D fracture modeling, which should be deterministic for this kind of application.

The Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is widely used and trusted for the detection of fractures in
rock masses. Several studies dealing with GPR detection and characterization of fractures are present
in the literature, addressing limestone [7,8], marble [9–11], gneiss [12], sandstone [13–15], and granite
quarries [16,17]. In addition, a number of publications have taken into consideration the use of GPR to
detect and model fractures in quarried stone blocks [7,9,18–21]. The theoretical background for GPR
can be found in [22–24].

The most noticeable contributions on 3D deterministic modeling of fractures from a GPR survey in
quarries have been given by [25–27]. Recently, research presented by [1] tried to improve the methods
proposed by [25–27] by mainly minimizing the uncertainty in modeling fractures deterministically as
3D surfaces based on a GPR survey. The modeling approach of [1] was tested and validated on a small
area of a bench in a sandstone quarry.

The objective of this paper is to investigate the applicability and workability of the fracture
modeling approach presented in [1] in a large area of a quarry bench with different types of
rock (limestone) and geological characteristics (horizontal or semi-horizontal layers with two sets
of fractures). Moreover, the large-scale implementation presented in this paper can help the
geo-engineering community to assess the applicability of the fracture modeling approach in other
geo-engineering fields, not only in quarrying.

2. Site Description

This study was carried out in a bench of a limestone quarry located in Poggio Imperiale, Foggia,
Italy (Figure 1). The quarried area belongs to the Apricena quarrying basin which includes the towns
of Apricena, Poggio Imperiale, and Lesina. The Apricena quarrying basin is the largest mining area
in the Italian Region of Apulia, covering over 24.1 km2. The limestone deposit consists of a series
of successions called “Fiorito Succession,” “Biancone Succession”, and “Serpeggiante Succession.”
The limestone deposit in the bench object of this study is made up of fine and ultra-fine-grained
beige-white micritic limestone belonging to the “Fiorito Succession” [28]. In this quarry, various
quarrying methods are used depending on the zones, ranging from the drilling and blasting method
utilized in the bench under study, to the diamond wire cutting method.
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The rock mass of the bench was characterized by two sub-vertical sets of fractures, identified as
Set 1 and Set 2 (Figure 2). Set 1 refers to the fractures propagating parallel to the bench face under study
(strike direction to North-West), whereas Set 2 refers to the fractures propagating perpendicularly
to the bench face under study (strike direction to South-West). As evident in Figure 2, the spacing
of the fractures in Set 1 was larger than that in Set 2, allowing the quarried blocks in this bench to
have a marketable size. The aperture size of the out-cropping fractures ranged from about 0.2 cm to
3.0 cm. The rock mass layering could not be observed visually on the bench face, whose height was
2.30 m, due to the chemical blasting effect (black and white stripes) on the appearance of the bench face
(Figure 2) and to the thin-aperture bedding planes between the layers, as shown in the side view of the
bench (Figure 3). However, the layers in this quarry were clearly stratified parallel to the bench surface.
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Figure 3. A left-side view of the bench face where horizontal layers were observed visually (named a,
b, c, and d).

The bench surface was reasonably flat, and thus suitable for the GPR survey activities. The rock mass
of the bench was slightly wet since the GPR survey was carried out 8 h after the end of 10-h of light rain.
However, the surface of the bench was dry due to the sun drying the area after the rain. The surveying
was carried out on a day characterized by a temperature of 14 ◦C and a relative humidity of 71%.
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3. The GPR Survey Design

A three-dimensional rectangular GPR survey grid was designed with four vertices named A, B, C,
and D, as shown in Figure 4. The A–B vertex was parallel and 3.0 m away from the bench face, since
most of the neglected area within these 3.0 m was full of stone debris. The bearing of the A–B side
was 345.0◦ from the North. The dimensions of the rectangular grid were measured through a 1.0 cm
accuracy tape. An arithmetical check was performed on the lengths of the diagonals, A–C and B–D,
before the survey, to make sure that the rectangular was geometrically correct. We collected 14 profiles
(from F01 to F14) with 2.0 m spacing along the X direction, and 21 profiles (from F15 to F34) with
3.0 m spacing along the Y direction. The length of each survey line in the X direction was equal to
27.0 m; whereas, in the Y direction it was equal to 65.0 m. During the survey, the locations of each
antenna bumping were recorded in hand-writing in the field notes, to then be later considered in data
processing and interpretation.

The bench surface was surveyed through a GPR instrument of a four-wheel mounted dual
frequency antenna (250 and 700 MHz) (Figure 5). The model of the instrument, Opera Duo,
was manufactured by IDS GeoRadar s.r.l., Pisa, Italy. The grid was marked on the bench surface
every meter, as shown in Figure 5, to ease the correct movement from one survey line to another.
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4. Data Processing and Velocity Estimation

In this case study, only the 700 MHz radargrams were considered since such frequency provided
enough penetration depth with a higher resolution compared to the 250 MHz radargrams. Standard
signal processing functions were applied to the 700 MHz radargrams using the signal processing
software package GREDTM (manufactured by IDS GeoRadar s.r.l., Pisa, Italy). Firstly, the zero
time was corrected manually. The background noise was eliminated by applying a horizontal
background removal filter. This command applies the Clear-Y filtering algorithm to remove continuous
components along the Y axis (horizontal direction) using two preset parameters to identify the depth
of implementation in the radargram. The minimum value of the preset parameters was equal to 0.0 m
(depth), and the maximum value was equal to 4.0 m (depth). The frequencies were filtered vertically
through a vertical bandpass filters tool. Data were bandpass filtered in the 200 to 1500 MHz band.
A power equalization of the amplitudes on the basis of an automatically estimated linear attenuation
was carried out through the linear gain function, followed by an automatic smoothing gain filter to
equalize the power along a sweep for a moving window. Finally, by selecting a proper color scale and
adjusting the display gain, it was possible to spot some lower amplitude regions.

The bulk propagation velocity was estimated from the hyperbolic diffractions of the sub-vertical
fractures in different radargrams from the X and Y directions and within different subsurface depths.
It was not possible to use the “depth to a known reflector” calculation [1,29] to estimate the average
propagation velocity. Using the fitting hyperbola tool, 94 hyperbolic diffractions were fitted using the
software package GRED™ (Figure 6). It was found that the propagation velocity varied significantly
in the surveyed rock mass body of the bench confirming the finding in [30]. The maximum and
minimum propagation velocities identified were equal to 136.0 Mm/s (Megameter/s) and 89.0 Mm/s,
respectively. This study considered the average propagation velocity of 110.0 Mm/s. Consequently,
the estimated bulk dielectric constant of the limestone rock mass of the bench was equal to 7.4.
This estimated dielectric constant value is consistent with expectations, given that, from bibliography
data, the dielectric constant of limestone, in dry conditions, should range from 4.0 to 8.0, whilst in wet
conditions it should range from 6.0 to 15.0 [31]. Using the estimated value of propagation velocity,
the two-way travel time was converted into true depth in the 34 radargrams giving a maximum
penetration depth of about 4.0 m in the 700 MHz radargrams.
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Figure 6. Histogram of the propagation velocities measured through the fitting hyperbola method.
The propagation velocities in the X axis of the chart were plotted in a bin of 4.0 Mm/s.
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Since the GPR data were affected by a large amount of pseudo-vertical fractures, the reconstruction
of the true shape and geometry of the detected fractures was carried out by applying data migration.
Data migration requires an accurate estimate of the average propagation velocity of the waves in
the rock medium. The estimated average propagation velocity (110.0 Mm/s) was used for the data
migration in order to collapse the diffractions and to re-position the sub-vertical and dipping fractures.
The propagation velocity used was sufficient to collapse the diffractions defining the sub-vertical
fractures. The implementation of data migration was significant in this study not only due to collapsing
diffractions, but also because many hyperbolic diffractions of fractures were intersected making it
difficult to interpret the fractures in the non-migrated radargrams.

5. Interpretations and Modeling

This study used the interpretation and modeling method presented in [1]. The surveyed area
of the bench was divided into nine volumes referring to the radargrams in the X and Y directions,
as shown in Table 1 and Figure 7. The fractures in each volume were interpreted and modeled
separately. The fractures were then traced and modeled in the connections between the volumes.
Appendix A shows two volumes interpreted from the radargrams in the X and Y directions. It is worth
mentioning that, in this case study where vertical or sub-vertical fractures intersect with the bedding
planes, interpretation of a vertical or sub-vertical fracture may not belong to one fracture but to several
fractures (usually one fracture per mechanical layer): One starts very close to the point where the
other ends.

Table 1. The volumes used for the interpretation.

Volume Radargrams Direction

1 F01-F02-F03-F04 Y
2 F05-F06-F07-F08 Y
3 F09-F10-F11-F12 Y
4 F13-F14 Y
5 F15-F16-F17-F18 X
6 F19-F20-F21-F22 X
7 F23-F24-F25-F26 X
8 F27-F28-F29-F30 X
9 F31-F32-F33-F34 X
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During the survey, an operator marked on a printed paper grid where the antenna mechanically
vibrated (antenna bumping) due to the stone debris or the uneven ground surface in a few locations.
This was necessary to avoid incorrect interpretation of the fractures in the radargrams, particularly
after data migration (Figure 8), since the mechanical vibration of the antenna causes a ringing noise in
the radargrams.
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showing the hyperbolic diffractions of a sub-vertical fracture surface highlighted in the yellow rectangle.
The blue rectangles refer to the zone of the antenna bumping. (b) The radargram after data migration.
(c) Interpretation of the fracture surface. The reflection in the bumping zone is not considered.

In all the radargrams, a layering of the surveyed rock mass body was detected. The radargrams
allowed us to observe that the upper and lower surfaces of the detected four rock layers were not flat.
Furthermore, the method allowed us to detect the wavy feature of the layers’ surfaces (see an example
in Figure 9). However, the average thicknesses of the layers were considered (Table 2).
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Figure 9. (a) Radargram F03 processed without any interpretation; (b) Radargram F03 processed with
the interpretation of the detected layering (black dashed lines) and the detected sub-vertical fractures
(different colors).

Table 2. The thickness of the detected rock layers.

Rock Layer from Z(m) to Z(m) Thickness (m)

layer a 0.0 m–0.8 m 0.8 m
layer b 0.8 m–2.0 m 1.2 m
layer c 2.0 m–2.8 m 0.8 m
layer d 2.8 m–3.6 m 0.8 m

The fractures were modeled in a rock mass body measuring 27.0 m X, 65.0 m Y, and 4.0 m Z.
The polygon file format (PLY) [32] of the fracture data and the surveyed volume were imported in
ParaView [33] for a 3D visualization (Figure 10). As shown in Figure 10, the two sets of fractures
were somehow orthogonally intersected. The fractures detected in the radargrams of the X and Y
directions are represented in the model in yellow (Set 2) and red (Set 1), respectively. As shown in the
visualized model, fractures belonging to a fracture set had noticeable variations in space. However,
the general trend of the dip direction, dip angle, and spacing still clearly defined the two fracture sets.
The visualized model provided some indications that Set 2 was the dominant one.
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6. Discussion

The tests and analysis performed demonstrated that the use of GPR in quarries can be
technically feasible even in stratified and orthogonally fractured benches. The use of high frequency
antennas in compacted dry materials can lead to a high penetration depth. The 3D variation of the
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dielectric constant vertically and horizontally in rock masses is a critical issue in GPR measurements.
Minimization of the resulting error is required, when possible, by the depth to a known reflector
calculation or averaging many hyperbolic diffractions at different locations. Division of the whole
area surveyed into volumes is necessary for large area interpretation and modeling so as to minimize
human error. The Paraview program is still successful in visualizing modeled fracture data in a large
area. The implemented fracture modeling strategy in a large area of bench is promising, considering
the geologic conditions of the bench studied. However, the limitation of missing small fractures in the
non-surveyed cells of the grid exists. When possible, intensive survey grid is much more favorable.

The most common method of fracture detection in quarrying applications is the manual method
that assumes all fracture planes are persistent, giving advantage to relatively less time consumption
in the modeling phase. The modeling strategy used in this paper aimed at modeling 3D surfaces of
fractures, rather than planes, as is usually the case. The assumption that fractures are persistent can be
feasible in other applications. In the application for quarrying production optimization, the irregularity
of curved fracture surfaces, being persistent or not based on the detected reflections, can play a
significant role in quantification of non-fractured blocks that can vary from one layer to another when
the cutting direction changes, as our current research indicates.

The issue of time consumption in the implementation of the fracture model on a large area of
a bench is a critical aspect, particularly with regard to the manual picking of the coordinates of the
detected fractures from the radargrams. The aim is to integrate all of the components of the method
(data processing, fracture interpretation, and model formulation) into a single software package, as this
would reduce time consumption.

From the resulting 3D fracture model, it is possible to roughly estimate the dimensions of the
exploitable non-fractured blocks from the studied bench. The average spacing of the fractures in Set 1
and Set 2 was estimated to be about 3.0 m and 2.0 m, respectively. Here, there is no relation between
the spacing between survey lines selected for the survey grid and the estimated spacing of fracture
sets. The spacings of survey lines were 3.0 m and 2.0 m for radargrams orthogonal to Set 2 and Set 1,
respectively. The spacing of survey lines mainly controls the accuracy (more geometric details) of
modeling 3D curved surfaces of fractures. Since the technical manager of this quarry reported that
the target is to cut blocks with the largest surface area possible (X–Y plane), and due to the variable
thickness of the layers, any reasonable thickness (Z) of the extracted blocks can be acceptable. Since
the radargrams allow for the estimation of the thickness of the layers, the expected average size of the
exploitable block for each layer is equal to about 3.0 X (m), 2.0 Y (m), Z (m) of the layer. This is quite a
rough estimation when considered in regards to quarrying. Therefore, the authors are developing a
quarrying optimization algorithm based on the mentioned GPR fracture modeling strategy to find
the optimum size of a non-fractured block as a function of the optimal cutting pattern in order to
maximize production and minimize waste.

7. Conclusions

In this study, a dual-frequency GPR system (250 MHz and 700 MHz) was used to survey a
large-scale area of a limestone bench. The 700 MHz antenna proved to be effective in penetrating rock
material studied at a large depth (4.0 m), providing a high resolution. This allowed us to image the
thickness of the different rock layers in the studied bench and to detect the position, geometry, and dip
of the fracture traces in the radargrams. The bulk dielectric constant of the rock mass was calculated
by fitting several hyperbolic diffractions of the fractures detected at different depths as an alternative
solution, since the “depth to know reflector” method could not be applied. The modeling approach
implemented in this paper allowed us to deterministically model and visualize fractures on a large area
by dividing volumes. The implementation of the modeling strategy in this paper can highlight further
implementations, either in small or large areas, in different GPR applications, not only in quarrying,
where subsurface planner anomalies exist. The resulting 3D model in the case study allowed us to
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roughly estimate the average exploitable size of non-fractured blocks within the rock layers of the
bench: 3.0 X (m), 2.0 Y (m), Z (m) of layer.

The development of a large area 3D deterministic model of fractures before cutting benches
into blocks can be strategic, as it can help us to maximize quarrying production whilst minimizing
waste. This work proves that a 3D fracture model can be obtained through a GPR survey.
Moreover, the authors are currently conducting further research with the aim to make a step forward:
The realization of a production optimization algorithm to find the optimum cutting pattern capable of
maximizing the number of non-fractured blocks for each layer.
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Appendix A

The interpretations of the fractures in the radargrams of the 700 MHz antenna in two volumes,
in the X and Y directions, are provided below.
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